Hi NDL!!! It's your pal Elrod Elrodson....and today...Dan Gilbert would be proud of my Comic Sans. What better way to
sayFuManChu to the ungrateful than with goofy font. Thought I’d write some “trash talk” this cycle….(Elrod is handed a note)
Really? I can’t say trash anymore? It offends Canadians? It reminds them of that time after the Revolutionary War where they
inherited a bunch of British trash from America. Everything offends Canadians…like watch this….hockey sucks. Your football
fields are waaaaaaaaay too wide. Like wider than Lena Dunham's lady shack. ck. Know what offends me? They call ham…bacon.
The plural of moose is not meese. Wait, I said "They" is that a triggering event? Maybe when Elrod the Wall Builder gets done
on the Arizona border we can start on the Northern wall. Maybe we can breed a gator that can survive a Lake Erie winter. We
could bomb them I guess, but that would cause billions of dollars worth of improvements.
Well it’s been a while, what did we miss?
-the floods have rescinded to pre 2016 levels…apparently global IWA warming is another global warming falsehood. Everything
always returns back to normal and the flood waters rise and fall.
-we had no bottom 20 jobbers which I thought was cool but someone needed 20 easy wins….didn’t want to earn their
wins….milenials
-oh….someone tried to turn the NDL into an eFed Comic Book…..who knew people wanting to play the IWA for free would get
their knickers in a pinch
But my fav moment….is welcome back my play by mail (play by pdf?) bestie Tony!!!!!! Woohoo….
Now Tony, I know you an Matty may not get along but let’s do an icebreaker….It's been a long time since we have broke
bread. Afterall, many come and go in the NDL few stay....Whenever a bestie, a 'neighbor' of mine comes along well, that makes
me happy....krunk even.....My icebreaker....I call it 3 positives 1 negative….I’ll start…..
Matty….You’re really good at the IWA. I hope you win the IWA manager of the year award. You make my laugh cause all the
uppities with whitey tighy's soil their Sears Husky jeans for you just being you......I appreciate you as a person Matty. That's
called tolerance. They preach it but dont practice it.....Now 1 negative….just 1 Tony follow me let me demonstrate….Matty, I
don’t like your KDSN gimmick but that’s ok….!!!! I’m not a KDSN Sympathizer but that’s fine…It doesn't hurt my feelings. I can
live in a world where people can do whatever they want short of violence. Matty you are my Play By PDF Bestie and you
#standwiththeNDL.
Tony….You’re good at not crashing objects. You’re my favorite Mexican. You've won alot of National titles in the IWA….now the
negative….just 1…just1…...you’re wrestlers are not sporting IMT initials…..and that’s ok….I am an IMT Sympathizer….Kevin
Elrod’s America sympathizes with IMT. If IMT was an object, I’d give it a huge hug and pay money to watch it twerk on the
Internet. I would do a clean job in the center of the ring 1,2,3 for IMT. Like if this was France and IMT invaded I would put my
French rifles down and surrender. If IMT invaded Sweden I would say here IMT Invaders....take our women and do as you
please all in the name of tolerance....If IMT did illegal things on the south side of Chicago I would tell them you can have that
part of the city.....Laws? We dont have them anymore.....Ok, Yes, we have Selfish Don in the group...but I am Mr. 1991, put the
first wrestler in the IWA Hall....I'm what they call a legacy. But Eaves wins Fed titles and Jerry is.....Jerry.....
So guys, next cycle….write some Tra….no I can’t say that. Write some Happy Dialogue Chit Chat.....don't offend anyone and keep
to Happy Dialogue Chit Chat....throw stuff back and forth to each other. Remember….3 positives 1 negative. I know between the
two of you, it’s gonna be greeeaaat….beeeeeeelive me. No microaggressions guys. Be nice....and as always...remember to cross
your t's.....and dot the i's.....use Comic Sans or if you got one, go Unabomber and get the typewriter out. That would be a blast....

And any of the holdovers that came here for the eFed.....well cmon gents.....kick it out wide for the NDL and contribute....I'm
sorry you're not going for the Anime-Octopus regional title (the Atlantic will have to do...sorry) but sign those Math Book On A
Pole matches. I highly reccommend you use utensils as, well this is America we don't eat with sticks. Please, all I ask is you give
me a bottle of Teriyaki sauce and donate any pics you have of chicks doing anime cosplay.....just doing research for a friend....you
can do it.....and for that....I thank you.....

